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In 1980, Umberto Eco, a famous  Italian scholar of communication  sciences, in his first 

novel  The Name of the Rose, set a detective story in a medieval monastery. The solution 

of the story lay in the most secluded place of the building: the library, which was 

organized as a map of the earth. 

       Eco’s novel is not a literary masterpiece, but the metaphor library-map of the earth 

was and still is extremely interesting. It is no coincidence that Eco was, before devoting 

himself to semiotics, a respected medievalist. 

     The metaphor was more than a brilliant narrative idea, it founded its strength on one 

of the pivots of the function of images in the classical and medieval world: that is their 

ability to foster the memorization not only of ideas (memoria ad res), but also of words 

and of whole passages of a text (memoria ad verba). 

     As is well known, the old science of memory made large use of images, also of quite 

complicated images, to facilitate the memorization and recalling of passages and 

concepts of the tradition. 

        To this purpose, in the classical and medieval ages, maps were perceived as based 

on the same mechanisms, both conceptual and practical, activated by libraries. In both 

cases they were “machines for  thinking”, which explains the organization of material 

according to subject matter, differently from today when an aseptic alphabetic criterion 

is almost generally applied. The classification system of material in an encyclopedia is 

still defined as a “map”. 

     Ancient libraries used to classify books according to subject matter, and, within the 

subject matter, according to the author. The armaria that contained the works of the 



same author had very often decorated doors showing his portrait. The “image” therefore, 

in accordance with memorization techniques, served to remind contents, thanks to 

mental association processes. The association could be metaphorical - the image for the 

concept - as in this case, or it could use an image to recall a word. For instance Cicero, in 

order to remember the introduction of witnesses in a famous harangue, used as a 

mnemonic device the image of two big bull testicles whose name is the same as that used 

for witnesses:  testes.1 

     In the fourteenth century the system had not changed when Thomas Bradwardine,  

the archbishop of Canterbury, in his treaty on the art of memory, used images and 

pronunciation to represent Latin pronouns and prepositions. In order to represent the 

sentence “Dominus Benedictus qui subiugat Scotiam per Regem Angliae Beremirum”, 

Bradwardine had imagined a picture showing  Saint Benedict in the middle, and, on his 

left, a cow with a chicken at its feet. The English word cow, then pronounced ki, 

represented the Latin pronoun qui (Dominus Benedictus qui). The chicken (Latin: 

perdix) stood for the Latin preposition per (per regem Angliae Berenitum).2 Thus the 

picture worked as a sort of rebus to the purpose of a memorization process whose 

usefulness is today completely forgotten. Indeed, while the whole thing is perceived 

nowadays as a complication, in the times before the age of printing, it really was a 

simplification  and a precious mnemonic device. 

           In any case, through metaphoric or onomastic associations, figures performed the 

function of “containers”, exactly in the same way as the armaria in libraries. 

 

On looking at a map, an observer of the classical and medieval world would immediately 

apply this kind of mental associations. The map, through its images, sent back to 

geographical places  but these were perceived in a rather different way from the 

geographical territories of today’s geography. As a matter of fact , they were perceived 

as information containers, that is as loci of rhetoric and mnemonic technique. The 

science of  loci, that is the art of finding topics for rhetoric purposes, was in fact called 

Topica and it was considered strictly linked with Topography, as Quintilian shows, who 



considers topography the best form of persuasive rhetoric.3 

      According to this logic, through the link topic/topography (which was often 

associated with Topiology :the art of gardens), classical and medieval libraries revealed 

their origin en plein air, that is the use of avenues, vegetable gardens, gardens and 

porches  – decorated with images as the stoic stoà poikìle –  in order to store and convey  

information.  

     Before the diffusion of writing  (but, as is well known, also in the Middle Ages, when 

familiarity with writing had diminished) gardens and vegetable gardens, viewed as 

systems  of figures made up by flowers and plants, were considered mnemonic devices. 

People studied in gardens and vegetable gardens, and memorized stories linked with 

flowers and plants (input) which would then become an opportunity to recall to mind 

those very stories when   they would be needed (output). 

     In the Middle Ages many libraries were still organized as gardens. In 1250 the library 

of Richard de Fournival, a man of letters and a surgeon at Amiens (France), was 

organized as a garden, according to a classification system based on flower beds  and a 

table of subjects in the shape of a tree. 

       Not by chance, ancient libraries were built in the shape of temples and thus 

endowed with a porch. The inner part of the building contained the documents, which 

were red and consulted in the porch in front. The intercolumn  was in fact a classic 

mnemonic device (people memorized a passage or an idea in each of the hollows of the 

colonnade or of a mentally built porch), a technique based on the fragmentation of the 

subject to be remembered. 

      Indeed, the intercolumn was the place of mnemonic output, represented by reading, 

which, in turn, became the opportunity for a new input.  

     It is very likely that the analytical strategy called reductionism  had its origin in the 

Greek mnemotechnic tradition. 

      The places  for reading and memorizing, both physical and mental, were thus built in 

architectural forms that were identical, both real and virtual.  

       As Christian Jacob5  mentions , when Dyonisyus, called the Periegetis, a teacher in  



Alexandria in the second century A.D., made use of a map in his class, he did not use it 

to teach geography, but rather, he exploited the known sequence of geographical places  

– already memorized by his students or evidenced on the map – to help his students to 

recall to mind the stories linked to the places ,viewed as  loci mnemonici, represented on 

the map: aitiologies, oddities, biographies of famous men somehow connected with 

those lands; more or less the same function tourist guides perform nowadays. 

         In the Middle Ages,– but the feeling is this habit had already been widely diffused 

in the classical world – the knowledge of geography did not consist so much in the 

identification of geographical names with places on the map, but rather in their 

recognition as loci of the literary and  mythological tradition to which those very names 

of places and peoples had been mnemonically linked.  

     The names of places or peoples worked as images: they triggered mnemonic-

meditative chains aimed at the recollection of a certain passage of  the Odyssey or of 

classical epic. Geography, as Herodotus said, was a  “matter of names”.6 

     Geographical images served to recall – though by modes now impossible to 

understand –  the laws of memorization, – perceived as a sort of virtual journey through 

the various loci – rather than the real geographical places of a journey. For instance, a 

rhetorical figure of the Topica was the search for a passage or a quotation inside the 

available repertoires and centos. This search  was perceived and defined as a hunt. The 

scholar looking for the right quotation was like a hunter in the woods (the silva). Thus 

the  silva, a space segmented by trees and plants, became a synonym for library and 

encyclopedia, until when the growth of towns and cities, and the consequent 

deforestation, and the role towns and cities assumed in medieval culture, turned the 

image of woods into a negative place, one that Dante defined as oscuro (obscure), thus 

developing the totally urban notion of forest.7 

      The mnemonic-encyclopedic function of medieval bestiaries is a mere consequence 

of the convergence of the idea of hunt and the search for a lemma in an encyclopedia. 

      Thus, real landscape became itself a locus. 

       The walls of villas, decorated with  tromp l’oeil representing landscapes and urban 



views, became devices to recall to mind mythological stories chosen by the lord of the 

house among the wide variety available, to celebrate the virtues of the family or the 

deeds of the founder of the family. 

      Between the fifteenth and the seventeenth centuries this kind of images was still in 

use to decorate coffers, desks and beds.8 

      Public buildings and noble residences , already in the classical world, were designed 

as “ theatres of the world” : their floors showing mosaic representations of the world – 

the oldest map of Jerusalem in Madaba was a mosaic –  their walls decorated with 

stories  related to the building and its landlords, the ceilings starry skies with their 

constellations. 

      The  very technique of the mosaic, with its neatly separated figures, because of the 

myriads of tassellas, seems to recall the reductionist procedure of the ancient art of 

memory. The clear cut  separation of the figures was, and still is, a prerequisite to 

facilitate the mnemonic filing of topics. In the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries this 

very association is to be found in the art of marquetry, which was also used in places 

devoted to meditation-memorization such as monastic choirs and humanists’ studies. 

      When, in the sixteenth century,  Cosimo I of the  Medici commissioned Ignazio 

Danti and the painter Stefano Buonsignori his “guardaroba” in Palazzo Vecchio in 

Florence to keep the pieces of his collection of works of art and curiosities, he recovered 

and drew on this system of thought. The doors of the cupboard were in fact decorated 

with the maps of the countries of the world where the pieces of the collection came 

from. The maps retained the function of information containers, they were like drawers 

containing documents they could be associated with by metaphor or metonymy. 

This connection was very usual and old. One of the most famous and authoritative 

Italian historians of mediaeval art, Chiara Frugoni,9 has recently demonstrated that two 

of the first medieval Italian landscape views (Town on the see and Castle on the 

lakeshore, Siena National Museum) come both from an archival closet which conserved 

patrimonial documents connected to the very pictured places.  

What is surprising is the fact that the studies on the history of the Renaissance 



cartography, a part from the recent exception of Francesca Fiorani10 , have made 

constant reference to these series of images without connecting them in the slightest 

with the whole context and the purpose they were used for. This approach would have 

dangerously diverged from the traditional and academic idea of classical cartography 

considered as a sort of forbear of today’s road maps. Art historians, on their part, have 

made reference to the cartographic decorations of the cupboard doors only as to an “ 

oddity”. 

      The loss of this function of maps, which concerned a similar function of globes, 

atlases and loose maps, whose “encyclopedic” function has only been rediscovered in 

recent years together with their relationship with the so called hypertexts, is basically 

due to the loss of the old mnemonic function of maps. 

      It is important to notice that in the Middle Ages maps and atlases were considered 

synoptic “ plates” of knowledge in general, rather than geographical documents. Indeed, 

they were placed on the shelves of libraries together with perpetual calendars and 

computation diagrams.11 

      As a matter of fact, from the Enlightment onward, this kind of documents abandoned 

the function of representing loci, developing greater attention towards the representation 

of geographical places and their proportions, distances, etc. Attention shifted more and 

more   to real geographical places making maps what they still are. 

      This change, though, concerned not only represented places but physical places as 

well. Also geographical territories, originally perceived as vehicles of symbolic meanings, 

increasingly became quantitative, homogeneous and assessable areas, tendentially 

moving from “landscape” towards “no place”. 

      To pre-modern cartography, bound to the spreading of extra-geographic information, 

was only left the realm of the so-called “cartographic oddities”, a sort of abandoned 

siding track, of hunting ground for collectors, a wide continent made up by maps 

depicting regions in the form of heraldic animals, table games based on geography, maps 

of imaginary regions, or maps “of the soul”, and other such curiosities.12 

      This genre of production coexisted, however, from the sixteenth to the seventeenth 



century, with scientific and sound cartography and the same cartographic workshops 

often produced and circulated both types. 

      This ambivalence of expressive registers of cartography is however extremely 

significant, since it appeared in times when national states started to coincide with their 

territories, settling as “imagined communities” rather than as feudal lands. 

      Thus, the development of the production of national atlases – such as those by 

Saxton, Magini, and Bouguerreau –  instead of following the rise and stabilization of 

territories, went ahead of them, performing a persuasive and propagandistic function. 

The Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570) by Abraham Ortelius, which was also the first to 

be published, served the purpose of the pacification between European nations rather 

than the building up of a nation, but the operating mechanism was identical and it was in 

fact perceived as an instrument of persuasion and a sort of “talisman of peace”.13 

      Thus, while the old geographical iconography with its function of library and aide-

memoire was becoming an “oddity”, oddities became in their turn a central tool for the 

assertion of real geographical territories, as is clear from the widespread use of heraldic 

images in the seventeenth century cartography, which served the purpose to present as 

“natural” the territorial organizations of new states thanks to the use of well known and 

familiar images. A strategy that was widely and indiscriminately exploited by kingdoms, 

feudal empires and even republics, such as, for instance, the Seventeen Dutch Calvinist 

Provinces. 

      Geographical places lost their dimension of locus mnemonicus  but the  locus  

obtained   a basic role in the building up and in the perception of the new space as 

identity place. Thus, albeit with new shades of meaning, maps and atlases continued to 

perform an ideologic function. The strong emotional impact of images, originally used as 

aide-memoire, shifted to a persuasive function, oriented towards the emotional funding 

of the legitimacy of the new national states. 

      Printing reinforced this trend. Indeed, in the age of printing the use of zoomorphic 

and anthropomorphic metaphors actually became more popular than ever. 

      The anthropomorphic and zoomorphic perception of the land, rather than 



attenuating its presence, was employed to impress the masses, but also to foster inward 

moral meditation. Thus, the representation of nations as “bodies” was imitated by the 

starting genre of pornographic and erotic literature. 

      As feminist geographers have pointed out, from the sixteenth century, geographical 

territories were perceived both as a mother  and a whore , that is both as  homeland  and  

buen retiro and, at the same time, as territories ripe for conquest and colonization.14  

The genres of pornography and nationalist and colonial treatises adopted the same 

metaphors as love poetry and meditative mysticism. The English poet John Donne, 

writing a love poem to his mistress (Elegy 13, Love’s Progress), imagined himself as a 

seafarer sailing over the body of his beloved in search of Eldorado; in the frontespiece of 

his Theatrum (1570), Ortelius (a very famous Dutch Geographer) represented the 

continents using figures of women; a few years later, in his Hiconologia (Rome 1603), 

Cesare Ripa extended the same symbolic system to the regions of Italy, listed with their 

characteristics in the form of female bodies. In the Age of Discovery and Empire-

Building, the woman’s body became e metaphor for territories to be explored and 

conquered. Political speeches, colonial epics and pornographic literature – of which 

Derby Lewes15 has written a checklist – made free use of the metaphor of the body, 

building up a sort of Utopian sexual landscape around it, which Lewes termed the 

somatopia, an expression which aptly conveys the nature of such places, perceived as 

feminised bodies, and conceived for the purposes of pleasure. Indeed, like female bodies, 

the colonial regions did not exist until they were discovered and claimed by their male 

conquerors, who reached them on board ships which were themselves compared to 

female bodies, and usually with women’s names: Virginia, Maryland etc. 

From the seventeenth century, the adventure-packed genre of journeys and conquest 

actually lent its own titles to an increasingly fashionable series of pornorgraphic 

treatises such as Erotopolis by Charles Cotton (1648), A new description of Merryland 

by Thomas Stretser (1741), and A Voyage to Lethe by Samuel Cock (1741). 

Not even royal bodies were safe from this device. In the portrait of Elizabeth I, known 

as The Ditchley Portrait, in the National Portrait Gallery, the queen is standing on the 



island, an allusion to her own royal power, of course – as already seen in the 

frontispiece of Britannia, by William Saxton (1585), the first English atlas – but also to 

her single status, with subtle polemical implications. 

If, in such maps, geographical territories took the form of female bodies, sentimental 

relationships might be expressed in terms of warlilke deeds and sieges. In the 

seventeenth and eighiteenth centuries, this gave rise to a popular genre of what might be 

called “gallant cartography”, centered on the cartographic representation of amorous 

entanglements, wooings and love affairs represented as assaults, sieges of fortified cities 

or journeys bristiling with dangers and obstacles. Even Protestant cartographers such as 

Matthias Seutter and Franz Joseph von Reilly were not above producing maps and 

atlases of this type, which were printed for an aristocratic clientele such as that of the 

lovers of the epistolatory novel by Madame de Scudery, which spawned the famous 

Carte de Tendre, giving visual form to amorous pursuit in the shape of an extended and 

simplified landscape strewn with lakes of indifference, seas of hostility and rivers of 

elective affinities. But there was also another public, less frivolous and more concerned 

with self-improvement, clamouring for “curious” maps, namely the one “targeted” by 

the satirical-allegorical atlas by the Viennese pubblisher Franz Joseph von Reilly (Atlas 

von moralischen welt in dem satyrisch-allegorischen landkarten), which opens with a 

frontispiece decorated with the image of Hercules at the crossroad, the traditional 

emblem of moral choice, followed by various imaginary maps. The year was now the 

1802, at the height of the Napoleonic upheavel. 

In this time “scientific cartography” had developed an effective rhetorical tone of its 

own, with geodesic accuracy concealing its own ethical purport and moralistic leanings, 

abandoning moral cartography to the realms of an outdated “oddity”: this marked 

apparently the final stage of a journey which has not, it would seem, had any further 

developments. 
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Summary 
 
The Enlightenment Age not only modified the perception of real space but even that 
represented on maps.  
Become practical tools mainly devoted to represent geographical territories, maps lost in 
this period their traditional mnemonic and encyclopaedic function. 
From classical antiquity till Seventeenth century the function of a map, in fact, had only 
secondly been geographical. Accordinog with the art of memory technic, it had been 
actually the geographical representation to be employed for memorizing not geographical at 
all infos, making the maps similar to mediaeval rotae or perpetual calendars, classified on 
the same shelfs in the libraries. 
The ancient mnemonic function of the maps got so lost and was transfered to the so-called 
“cartographic oddities”, a curious world of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic maps which 
became interesting mainly for collectors. 
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